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The Specialist Schools and Academies Trust (SSAT) is pleased to work 
with the BBC to develop this publication, which aims to maximise the 
educational benefits of BBC News School Report as part of the key stage 
3 (KS3) experience in your schools.

SSAT’s own research has shown that a significant proportion of our member 
schools are already using the project successfully, and that some are finding 
notable benefits to literacy development

We are confident that what follows will support further educational 
developments in these schools, as well as encouraging even more schools 
to take part, in what we judge to be an excellent partnership project with  
the capacity for enriching the educational offer. 

Elizabeth Reid
Chief Executive, Specialist Schools and Academies Trust

BBC News School Report is a hands-on opportunity for young people to 
create a news bulletin with their agenda and in their words. Every school 
that takes part works towards producing news which is broadcast to a 
real audience via the BBC’s website.

School Report helps the BBC fulfil its public purpose of ‘sustaining 
citizenship and civil society’ in three ways:
• By engaging young people with news.
• By bringing their voices and stories to a wider audience.
• By sharing some of the BBC’s public service values, such as fairness, 

accuracy and impartiality since so many young people are creating  
and distributing content.

Partnership working is key to the success of School Report, and we have 
seen through our work with the SSAT and other partners that it can have 
genuine educational benefit for those who take part. We hope you find this 
publication a useful guide to how your school could get involved. 

Mark Thompson
BBC Director General

Welcome
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The purpose of this publication is to introduce teachers 
to BBC News School Report, and to highlight some of 
the benefits for schools in running the project. 

BBC News School Report gives 11-14 year-old students in the UK  
the chance to make their own news reports for a real audience.

In March every year, schools take part in an annual News Day, simultaneously 
creating video, audio and text-based news reports, and publishing them on 
their school website, to which the BBC aims to link. Throughout the News 
Day, there is coverage of what schools are doing on the School Report 
website, and on local and national TV, radio and online.

Teachers help students develop their journalistic skills to become school 
reporters, using lesson plans and materials from the School Report website – 
www.bbc.co.uk/schoolreport. Many teachers have said that taking part in 
School Report supports a range of learning outcomes, from helping students 
develop their team working skills, to enhancing their critical thinking ability. 

Attached to this publication is a DVD which contains two short film 
explaining how School Report works, and six videos by Huw Edwards which 
accompany six lesson plans published on www.bbc.co.uk/schoolreport

School Report is essentially a partnership project. Its growth has only been 
possible because of the enthusiasm and professional expertise of teachers 
and school staff and its education partners. The School Report team has 
worked with the SSAT since the project’s inception. One useful focus of 
the SSAT work with the BBC on the project was a study carried out with 
five schools in 2008 which examined the impact on student literacy in its 
widest sense.

5
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In 2007/2008, there was an independent evaluative study of School 
Report as it ran in the North West of England, carried out by Don Passey, 
Senior Research Fellow at Lancaster University. This was followed up in 
2008/2009 by an independent evaluation of the project across the whole 
of the UK by Don Passey and Julia Gillen from Lancaster University.

This study gathered data by using online questionnaires before and after 
the News Day, by observations in two locations on News Day and by 
interviews with a selected representative sample of students and teachers. 
A summary of this evaluation and its key findings and recommendations 
can be found at the end of this publication.

What is BBC News
School Report?
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SSAT study 2008:  BBC News School Report:    
Impact on literacy 
The BBC has worked closely with SSAT since BBC News School Report 
began. In 2008, a report for the SSAT was carried out by SSAT literacy 
consultant, Jan English. The specific aims were:

• to ascertain the precise impact on the writing and oral skills of the students 
• to recommend ways in which gains could be maximised in participating 

schools in the future.

‘The evidence collected in this study indicates that participation 
in School Report can have a significant impact on literacy.  
Boys and students with English as an additional language  
in particular benefited.’ 
Jan English       
Literacy consultant

SSAT Report: 
Impact on literacy
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The report’s key findings (listed below) were based on interviews, 
questionnaires, analysis of work produced and observations of video and 
audio footage of students from three academies and two other specialist 
schools working on the project.

1 Students experienced a steep learning curve with regard to effective 
group collaboration and discussion.

2 The emphasis on discussion as the main learning strategy throughout the 
project also had a noticeable effect on the quality of written outcomes.

3 Boys and students with English as an additional language (EAL), who 
underachieve with regard to literacy, benefited in particular from the 
opportunity to discuss ideas and to utilise their ability to write succinctly 
and logically as opposed to expressively.

The SSAT report supports other research which shows the importance of 
small group discussions in the development of students’ thinking and of 
their reading and writing skills and indicates how effectively BBC School 
News Report illustrates this;

‘Throughout the project, students work collaboratively in small 
groups; the authenticity of the purpose, audience and deadline 
encourages students to develop sophisticated discussion and 
team-working skills to ensure a balance is maintained between 
the need to create a high quality product and the necessity of 
meeting a strict deadline.’
Teacher

‘Giving the students the skills to talk together effectively and plan 
their writing significantly improved the quality of their reports 
and this improvement has been sustained.’  
Teacher

SSAT Report: 
Impact on literacy
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Skills for life
The report relates evidence of the long term impact of the project on the 
writing skills of the students. It was noted by some teachers who were 
interviewed some time after the broadcast of School Report News day 
that ‘students were much more able to craft writing consciously for  
a range of other non-fiction and fiction tasks and compositions.’

‘Their (individual) work is now characterised by a lot of evidence 
of redrafting – crossings out and notes for insertion at the bottom 
of the page – whereas before they were satisfied with their first 
draft and were reluctant to improve it.’ 
Teacher

Literacy toolkit 
Jan English devised some additional resources, to be used in conjunction 
with the six School Report lesson plans, by teachers wishing to use  
the BBC News project to boost literacy levels. 

They include ‘talk cards’ which encourage students to reason and build 
on each other’s ideas, and ‘talk tally’ worksheets which help students to 
assess the discussion skills of their peers. They can be downloaded from 
the SSAT website at www.ssatrust.org.uk/literacy 

The full report can be viewed at 
www.news.bbc.co.uk/1/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/ssat_report_   
26_01_09.pdf
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‘I’m involved because I want to give young people the chance to 
make the news themselves, and I want to share the principles of 
good journalism.’ 
Huw Edwards

The project culminates with the annual News Day, when schools 
simultaneously publish video, audio and text-based news reports.

What do participating schools have to do?
There are five steps for teachers to take: 

1 Register an interest online. 

2 Return an agreement form. 

3 Return a consent form for students to be eligible to appear on the BBC.

4 Prepare a dedicated web page for the students’ news on the school 
website to receive a link from the School Report map. 

5 Arrange for a news-making activity to take place on the annual News 
Day at 1400 GMT and for the students’ news to be uploaded to the 
dedicated web page by 1600 GMT.

‘Everyone really worked hard on the last day because we didn’t 
want to miss the deadline.’ 
Student 

‘I have gained confidence in front of the camera and confidence 
in talking to people generally.’ 
Student

‘I enjoyed the experience much more than my usual English 
lessons because we were working towards something real  
and that was going to be broadcast.’
Student

‘I quite like watching the news now as I know what is going  
on behind the scenes.’   

Student

How to run  
School Report  
in your school

BBC News School Report works by giving students 
the chance to make their own news reports for a real 
audience. They use lesson plans and materials from the 
School Report website, and with support from BBC staff 
and teachers’ help, students become school reporters.
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Lesson plans
Teachers are encouraged to use resources on the School Report website 
to help their students prepare for the News Day. 

The core resource is a series of lesson plans, which explains the six-step 
news-making process. Each one-hour lesson contains a short video  
in which the BBC’s Huw Edwards shares his journalistic advice.  
Other resources are also available for teachers to adapt and use. 

Agreement and consent
Headteachers of participating schools must formally agree to do  
the following:

• Take part in the UK-wide News Day which includes publishing  
student-made news on a public-facing school website by 1600 GMT. 

• Make sure that what appears on their website is safe and legal including 
obtaining parental permission. 

• Share the learning from the project, free of charge, to others. 

Safe and legal
As the publisher, or broadcaster, the school is responsible for ensuring  
this material published on their school website is safe and legal.

Guidance on child protection and other safety and legal requirements  
is given to schools.
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Who can take part in School Report?
UK students aged 11-14, and in the year groups indicated by the table 
below, are eligible to take part in School Report. 

Student age England Wales Northern Scotland 
   Ireland 

11 to 12 Year 7  Year 7 Year 8 P7

12 to 13 Year 8  Year 8 Year 9 S1

13 to 14  Year 9  Year 9 Year 10 S2

Older students may contribute to the project by mentoring 11-14 year 
olds and there are some supporting resources for them on the BBC News 
School Report website. 

Schools may use the resources on the website with students of any age. 
However the BBC will generally only feature news made by 11-14  
year olds. 

Accessibility
The BBC would like all 11-14 year olds to have the chance eventually to 
take part in School Report and therefore the initiative is designed to be 
part of mainstream lessons, rather than forming a separate club. How the 
project is run is up to each school of course. 

For some students, taking part in School Report might spark a desire to 
work in news, but for most it will help equip them with a more general set 
of skills and knowledge and understanding. 

Adaptability
The resources on the website are designed to be adapted by teachers to 
suit their particular students across a range of subjects. The scripts of the 
Huw Edwards videos, which accompany each lesson plan, and a subtitled 
version of the School Report Explained video are available.

How to run  
School Report  
in your school
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How many students?
This is entirely up to each school, although the BBC would like to 
encourage as many students as possible to be involved. Some teachers 
have run activities with a whole year group, others with a class, and some 
with a handful of students. 

What equipment do schools need?
The equipment required depends on how each school chooses  
to broadcast the news. 

A simple way of taking part, which requires a computer and a school 
website, is to publish a text-based article on the school website on  
School Report News Day. 

Schools who decide to make audio or video news will need additional 
equipment. However, the project is designed so that schools are able to 
use the resources they already have. 

Can schools outside the UK take part?
Schools outside the UK are able to take part as long as they are linked 
with a participating school within the UK, and both schools are working 
together on the project. 

For more information on twinning, visit the BBC World Class website  
www.bbc.co.uk/worldclass

The registered UK school contacts the School Report team to let them 
know about its international connections. 

Can non-school groups or individuals take part?
At this stage, School Report is designed to be used with groups  
of students in school. 

There are a number of other BBC news production projects that  
individual children can join including Press Pack. 

How can I contact the School Report team?
By sending an e-mail to schoolreport@bbc.co.uk via the Contact us 
page on the School Report website www.bbc.co.uk/schoolreport 
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Inspiring

‘It was a truly inspiring and fantastic day; one of those days  
when I think to myself  'This is why I am a teacher…'  
It was a brilliant day of team building and developing great 
relationships with students, as well as them learning new skills. 
You need to be energetic, enthusiastic and have a lot  
of patience…’
Teacher 

Improved attendance

‘They were animated and excited in explaining all the things 
they did, some of which I had not realised. Otherwise very quiet 
girls suddenly became interviewers; awkward boys taking over 
cameras and organising their group to success; girls with cameras 
telling boys how to do it; two students in wheelchairs organising 
a trip to a farm; the improvement in attendance and self-esteem 
of a youngster who found school particularly difficult.’ 
Teacher 

Freedom to learn

‘I learnt a lot about allowing students to leave their desks and the 
classroom and coming back with something worthwhile which 
I had not formally taught them – giving them time and space to 
work it out.’
Teacher  

Literacy boosted across abilities

‘The lessons are engaging and can be tailor-made to suit the 
specific needs of individual students. I found that students with 
literacy needs, as well as the gifted and talented ones, benefit 
greatly from the project.  Some students told me they feel much 
more confident about themselves now, with the acquisition of 
new skills and new vocabulary. 
Teacher  

Teachers and 
students have 
their say…

Some of the most powerful evidence of the value of BBC 
News School Report comes from those who’ve been 
involved. Feedback is gathered from teachers as a way 
of sharing advice and good practice, and comments 
from the students enable the BBC to shape the project 
accordingly for future school reporters.
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I was really pleased because some of the students who 
participated usually don’t speak very much and find it hard 
to express their opinions. But thanks to the project, they were 
able to overcome this. The gifted and talented students had the 
opportunity to shine and to expand their skills in a variety of 
creative ways, using different media.’
Teacher 

All teachers should sign up:

‘The BBC provides so much support and assistance to teachers 
and students during the project that you genuinely feel one of 
the team. I would thoroughly recommend all teachers to sign  
up to this project. It is exciting and stimulating and above all it  
is fun; and as it’s fun, learning and real outcomes are achieved.’
Teacher 

Encouraging teamwork

‘Some people are leaders, some are followers, different 
personalities that you didn’t know before so well – you get  
a different view of people when you work together, we are  
now better friends.’
Student

Sense of achievement 

‘It’s really hard at the time but when you finish you realise  
what you’ve achieved.’
Student

Confidence for the future

‘It covered so much – writing, being on camera, editing, filming, 
and reading – so much relevant experience and you could put 
that on applications.’
Student
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‘School Report offers an authenticity and realness I’ve not seen 
matched. It gives students a voice, and enables them to work 
and create outcomes where credibility is endorsed by the BBC, 
and where the benefits of technology are used to   
full advantage.’ 
Don Passey       
Department of Educational Research    
Lancaster University

In 2008/2009, an independent evaluation of BBC News School Report 
was carried out to assess its value to participants. Don Passey is a senior 
research fellow in the Department of Educational Research at Lancaster 
University and, with his colleague Julia Gillen (Senior Lecturer in Digital 
Literacy at Lancaster University), conducted a review across the whole of 
the UK. The study gathered data by using online questionnaires accessible 
to all teachers and to all students in the 514 schools which took part in 
the News Day in 2009. Other sources of data included observations in 
two locations during News Day, statistics provided by the School Report 
team and interviews with a selected representative sample of students and 
teachers in 25 schools. The evaluation sought to answer two questions:

• What can young people learn from taking part?
• How are schools managing the project on the ground?

‘Students are not just handing their work to a teacher, they  
are handing it to the world and they are doing that through  
the BBC. School Report offers an authenticity and realness 
I’ve not seen matched.’
Don Passey, speaking at an invited seminar

BBC News   
School Report  
Independent  
Evaluation

BBC News School Report 2008/2009.  
Independent Evaluation by Don Passey and   
Julia Gillen, Lancaster University
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The authors’ assessment was that, through BBC News School Report,  
students have developed new knowledge and skills in authentic  
situations, in ways that students and their teachers have recognised as 
empowering. Teachers have reported gains across the student group;  
and from teachers and students themselves, they found a high level of 
statistically significant shift in reports of students’ abilities to:

• speak to an audience
• write for an audience
• produce imagery using a range of technologies
• think of creative ideas for stories
• listen to others
• negotiate a point they feel strongly about
• work hard to complete a project
• meet deadlines
• create a news story that reaches an audience beyond the school
• contribute their views to a story heard publicly by others
• consider aspects of safety when using digital media. 

Full data on teachers’ and students’ perceptions of shifts in ability  
can be found in section 4 of the full report.

Julia Gillen, speaking at a seminar, described the learning taking place in 
terms of digital literacy as ‘quite extraordinary’ adding: ‘Students have a 
more critical attitude towards the media and a greater level of appreciation 
of the values of the BBC. They are working with different modes at once 
and different issues of content. By doing it themselves, they learn to be 
more critical of others’ attempts at it.’ 

‘I’ll always remember how much I enjoyed the experience,  
I’ll keep the badge to remind me. Now I could think about 
getting a job in journalism.’
Student
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Staff and student responses
An online questionnaire was completed by students and teachers  
(591 students and 142 teachers before the News Day and 705  
students and 135 teachers afterwards), as well as evidence gathered  
from observation and follow-up visits to 25 schools to interview staff  
and young people. The 135 teachers who responded reported 
unanimously that students enjoyed taking part in the project. Their 
observations were reflected in students’ responses: 66% of the 705 
students indicated that they had enjoyed School Report ‘a lot’; 27%  
said they enjoyed it to ‘some’ extent, while only 3% enjoyed it ‘not a  
great deal’ and 1% ‘not at all’. 

The perception among students was that they had not only gained 
specific subject skills, but had also benefited with team working skills, 
creativity and their attitude towards work and social interaction. 

Key findings
The key findings of the evaluation report are clear: 

• Complementarity to the National Curriculum and Every Child Matters.
• Supporting learning.
• Flexibility to work with all abilities benefiting small numbers  

or whole year groups.
• A legacy of skills and engagement with news. 

BBC News   
School Report  
Independent  
Evaluation
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Complementarity to National Curriculum  
and Every Child Matters
There is evidence that the benefits of the project tie in with key National 
Curriculum elements for England and for Wales, Curriculum elements for 
Northern Ireland, and elements of the 5 to 14 Guidelines for Scotland in 
the subject areas of English, citizenship, personal and social education, 
and information and communication technology (ICT) for 11-14 year 
old students. It also links with 16 of the 24 elements of the ‘Every Child 
Matters’ agenda. It is clear through current use that the project can be 
applied to a wide range of curriculum and policy areas, and is likely to 
be highly durable, even if there are curriculum changes. The key learning 
gains and benefits related to educational requirements in England, Wales, 
Northern Ireland and Scotland, and to the ‘Every Child Matters’ agenda 
can be found in section 4 of the full report (www.news.bbc.co.uk/1/
shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/SchoolReportEvaluation09_170210.pdf).

‘The idea of this school is to give our pupils a richer quality 
of life; the project contributed to that.’
Teacher

BBC News School Report: Enriching key stage 3
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Supporting learning
The evidence indicates that the project supported important aspects 
of learning highlighted by research: authentic learning; understanding 
through discussion; internal cognitive aspects; and the transfer of learning 
(thinking about how in the future you would use ideas and concepts you 
have learned, and using these at other times and in other contexts).

Some students have indicated in feedback how important to them the 
experience has been. For example, a few students said the experiences 
have helped them to see the point of what is being done in lessons more; 
they have reported that they can see the purpose of lessons more, that 
they see the need to pay attention more, and that they can see how to 
apply what they learn in lessons to these opportunities.

‘Weak boys are now producing coherent short paragraphs – 
they were not able to do this before.’ 
Teacher

BBC News   
School Report  
Independent  
Evaluation
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Flexibility to work with all abilities benefiting small  
numbers or whole year groups

The project works for all levels, including students with special needs, for 
those not fully engaged in school, as well as for gifted and talented students. 
Effective team working has been an essential element of successfully 
working to a real deadline; recognition of this has led to appreciation of  
each others’ capabilities and support received from others.

Small groups, whole classes and whole year groups have been involved 
and the way schools take part varies widely. Most groups of students taking 
part were selected (56%) – generally they were volunteers, although some 
measure of teacher selection was often involved. However larger groups 
were common – 20% were whole class, and 20% were whole year.  
Across the sample, most schools (55%) involved mixed ability groups. 

Sometimes projects were tightly linked to curriculum work; in English, media 
and ICT, but in other cases it was in a more wide-ranging way in subjects 
such as geography, science, mathematics or history. And some schools 
have used it in different topic areas completely such as student leadership. 

The project enabled students of different backgrounds, attitudes and 
abilities to be involved, and enabled schools to choose to work with  
widely inclusive groups. 

The BBC production team have worked hard to ensure that the project 
is not prescriptive and the findings of the evaluation prove that to be the 
case, showing some schools worked with small self-selected groups, 
while others worked with whole classes or year groups. Full information on 
how schools managed the participation of their students can be found in 
section 5 of the evaluation. 
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Legacy of skills and engagement with news 
The core principle of flexibility – allowing each school to tailor their 
involvement has resulted in many experienced leaders wanting to expand 
it further. Some schools have already involved more students from one 
class; some have involved more classes from the same year group,  
while others have involved other subjects in the same year group. 

Some schools are now considering School Report’s longer term 
sustainability and its potential for adoption to support school needs in 
a wider sense. For example, some schools are now creating their own 
reporting and editing teams to gather and report news from across the 
school via a school’s website or intranet, so that parents and the wider 
community can get regularly updated news.

‘The objectives are clear – statistics show younger 
generations are not engaging much with the news, here is 
a resource and an experience that hits so many buttons not 
just fulfilling the objective of engaging young people but 
also developing their skills.’ 
Teacher
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Conclusions of evaluation 

‘…This is a project worth considering by schools who wish to build 
the curriculum and enhance student opportunity, as well as those 
who wish to maintain high levels of achievement.’ 

Overall, the findings show that the project:

• can be managed by teachers and schools 
• fits with a wide range of curriculum approaches and courses
• complements more standard lessons using in-class teaching  

and learning approaches
• deepens understanding of, and interest in, the news
• provides additional and important perspectives and opportunities  

for students and teachers
• is recognised as being worthwhile by teachers and the vast majority  

of students
• supports an inclusive agenda and positive developments of  

student voice.

Teachers, reporting after the News Day, unanimously stated that students 
enjoyed the project and reported a diverse range of increases in skills 
and competencies, sometimes reporting improvements across the whole 
group of participating students; for example 42% of teachers reported 
that all their students had become proficient at creating a news story that 
reached an audience beyond the school.

‘The most important benefit to the students is in raising  
their confidence and skills – for example their speaking  
and listening skills.’ 
Teacher 

BBC News  
School Report  
Independent  
Evaluation 
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Clearly involvement in the project has implications for the management 
of staff time within schools. Teachers were clear in their feedback about 
how this is best achieved. They concluded agreement and support from 
the headteacher and senior management team are important, although 
some teachers do run the project without having this level of involvement. 
Timetabling and staff cover for practice days and News Days though are 
vital to the smooth running of practice days and the News Day itself. 

Further staff feedback emphasised the opportunities provided for school 
and departmental recognition, as well as community and parental 
involvement. Senior managers may wish to think about how to align these 
opportunities with school development and ongoing policies.

There are a number of recommendations in the study offered to practitioners 
to enable them to manage the project as effectively as possible. These can 
be found in section 7.3 of the report. 

The full evaluation can be viewed here: www.news.bbc.co.uk/1/shared/
bsp/hi/pdfs/14_10_09_school-report_evaluation.pdf

BBC News School Report: Enriching key stage 3
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Your BBC News School Report DVD

Attached to this publication is a DVD which contains two  
short videos explaining how School Report works, and    
six videos by Huw Edwards which accompany six lesson   
plans published on www.bbc.co.uk/schoolreport

BBC News School Report: Enriching key stage 3
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